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1. Introduction	 /416*
Ultrason12 testing is viewed as a system designed to pro-
vide information on the state of a material or workpiece. The
display, processing and evaluation of the data constit , .';e the
last link of the information chain and as such are meaningful
only if the data has been obtained in an optimal manner. The
goal of any attempt to optimize the testing system is LlwayF to
modify the system so as to increase both the sensitivity of the
test and the reliability of the data. One approach is the use
of focused sound fields. They greatly improve the ratio of sig-
nal to noise, and the interaction between the sound field and
reflector can be more easily judged if a sharply-defined sound
beam is used.
This improvement has its limits, however. Because sound
focusing is a diffraction phenomenon, there are limits both from
above (no focusing) and from below (strongest focusing).
We shall present a quantitative description of *hese limits,
and discuss the question of which focusing probes or focused
sound fields are optimally suited for a given testing problem.
Focusinv the Sound Field
The structure of a focused sound field is shown in Fig. 1.
* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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Measured isobar:,
In a focused sound field
for Z f = 0.1'5.
Key: a - Relative dis-
placement; b - Food] ve-
gion; c - Relative distance
Here the field is venerated by a
circi11ar tr;insdiwev fitted with a
spherlcal lens. The st ruct urt • shown
In Fig. 1 is valid In print iplt fot•
all focusint; systems, lwwever:
-- close to the t r:insdut • erIs a ne:11•
field (Fresne l .-.tine) wh i t • h t^orrt s -
ponds to the near field of a 1wti-
focus 1 nt. probe, exeept that it. lo
silk) vt( • led by tilt , ft)t • usint- factor
z  [ 1,.' I.
-- Tilt , focus, or 110 1 nt of ll I t-ht • : t
;lt t`USt it • I)VI'SollPt`, IS s 111 . 1 . 0111ldt"i by
regioil whit•h t • orresponds to tilt,
entire fn 	 i'i	 f t he nonfot•u.. ilit-
probe.
-- At greater distances from the tr;itisdiwer, anot het • Fresnel ::tine
forms wh i t • h can be viewed is a inl:it t' 01' t lie nt':11 • t' 1 e 1 d .
The stronger the focus ( i.e. , ttie smaller tilt.• focusing; f:it•tov
Z f ), the treater the slzu of this region
For various reasons, the Fresnel	 :.ones of	 tilt , 	s omid yield
must	 generally	 be	 excluded	 .iurltl t- test1tir, S111 . roundi11g the	 foolls
to	 the wovking region	 of tilt' S01111ti	 y ield,	 (• ;llled tilt'	 fot• al vet°[tin.
It	 is usually defined ;is the rt • gton with a h-d[k	 loss	 of e, • h()	 t'rt)tn
a point reflector relative to the	 focus.
In material test inr, it I:-, of I nterest to know:
-- the lone'It.ud i lla 1 and t 1 •:in::versr d hnt n:, [tins of t io [ r: rt t-t tin with
respect to the ;^coust lc ;1 x l : , and ht)w t ht's e (111:1nt 1 t I 	 v:11•y
it
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with the parameters of the transducer;
-- which sound source produces a focal region suitable for	 /417
testing a given zone in the material.
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The shape and position of the
focal region (working region) are
shown in Fig. 2 fir two techniques
of sound transmission:
Fig. 2a shows the probe for the
immersion technique (here a normal
probe), and Fig. 2b a probe for, the
direct contact method (here an angle
probe). Three solid media are em-
ployed in direct contact testing,
while medium 2 is a liquid in the
immersion technique.
The advantage of the immersion
method can be readily seen in	 Fig.	 2:
Fig.	 2. Focusing with By varying the length of the coupling
liquid and solid coupling path v between lens and workpiece,paths.
the position of the focal region in
the workpiece	 (medium 3) can be
varied as desired within certain limits.	 The direct contact
probe, however,	 can test only that zone for which is was designed.
. Focusinv Limits for a Given Transducer
These limits are best discussed in terms of the change in
the focusing factor Z  and normalized values [2].
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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IThe distances are normalized as
Z - zX/a 2	R = ra/a2.
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(1)
B = b/a.,	 (2)
where a is the transducer radius, r is the raidus of lens curva-
ture, and A is the wavelength.
Z  expresses the degree to which the near field is shortened
relative to the unfocused case. It also represents the relative
focal distance and describes the beam width b at focal distance
z f :
z f = Z fa 2 /x,	 (3)
2b = const aZ f	(4)
(for a 6-dB echo loss, const = 0.514),
where
0 < Z  < 1	 (5)
is always true [2].
In the case of the nonfocusing probe, the end of the near
field is located at the distance z = a 2 /a; hence Z f = 1 for the
upper limit in the trivial case where the radius of lens curva-
ture r = -.
As a diffraction phenomenon, sound focusing is dependent on
the dimensions of the system, the frequency of the beam, and the
3
The half beam width b is normalized as
t
4
-,
sound velocity [1,2]:
t' -
	 (6)
For reasons of sound propagation, the frequency f is usually
fixed, as are the materials used for the lens and workpiece. Fo-
cusing is then a function mainly of the transducer diameter 2a
and the radius of lens curvature r'.
a	 n
medium 1
y r
a1Medium 2
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For the desired focusing; to be
:achieved, it is necessary that the
entire surface of the transducer,
emit sound into the workpiece. For
conventional immersion probes, this
IS usually the case if' r > a, as
Fig. 3 shows. For direct contact
probes, however (FIg. 3b), a total
reflection takes place on the worl:-
piece surface below certain values of
r, with a consequent indirect de-
crease in the size of the emitting
transducer surface arid the occurrence
of interfering echos from the lens.
Fig. 3. Focusing limits for
the immersion technique and 3.1. Immersion TTechniquedirect. contact. 
Key: a - Immersion tech-
nique; b - Direct contact.	 If C l > c,, as is the case for
conventional lenses, all lens curva-
tures r > a are allowable. The smallest radius is 
rmill	 a
(Fig. 3a). According to eqn. (1), we thus have
13min = X/a
	 (7)
for the relnt:ive radius R.
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The corresponding focusing; fac-
tor 
Z
f III in can be plotted in ;I gener-
ally valid graph for a constarit in-
dex of refraction c 2 /c r for IMITI P-
sion probes, as shown in Figs. 4.
The graph also t-fives the relative
distances Z  for the beginning; of
the focal region and Z  for the end
of this region as a function of the
focusing; factor Z  (calculations
after [ 1 1). The width 2b of the sound
be:lm at the focus can also be det:er-
mined from eqn. (2) with the C:wt.or
Z f . The calculation of the upper' and
lrwer limits for the length of the
working region ;ind the beans width is
illustrated in Hxampie 1 (see Appen-
dix).
Fig. 4.	 F;uwtiorrs of the	 ,
focusint- factor ?, f for nn	 ,.	 Direct :'ont.act Techni(lue
immersion probe.	 Depondinr on the media employed
Key: a - Relat five length;
b - Focusing factor.	 (1' i t-. 3b) , the waves from the edge of
the transducer in A i rec t. contact
probes pray be unable to penetrate Into the workpiece. Th':: must
be prevented. The condition for the minimum allowable radlu: rmirr
is as follow::
rmirr - a/sin 
h,
where the angle 0 (Fir. 3b) must satisfy the condition:
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The factors 1/sin 0, which are important for judging the fo-
cusing of direct contact probes, are given in Table 1 for several
2-MHz probes (0° long. incidence, 45° trans. incidence) currently
on the market. The lens material is aluminum/Plexiglas.
Table 1. Important Factors for Judging
the Focusing of Direct Contact Probes
a h^11.01fnEcr- 1
jr. mW
'^, uun (t° mm
1 0 1104`1 `1,86 11,10
•15 1.13112 19,51 11,'111
511 0 1.411Q7 19 i III 16
4S 1,13 112 41.41. 11,142
75 0 1 11W S "6? 11,11!$
45 1,74712 6.14 111196
11 41 0 1,401`7 ;016 01I S9
1 S 1,7171' >G '(6 0.01?
Key: a. Transducer diameter 2a, mm
b. Angle of incidence V
(Commas in tabulated material are
equivalent to decimal points.)
The focusing limits of a direct contact probe are determined
in Example 2 (see Appendix).
Matchinlr the Focus to the Testine- Problem
The graphs in Fig. 4 and 5 for immersion and contact probes
make it possible to derive the parameters of the focal region or
determine- the focusing limits for any probe if the quantities a,
r, 5. c l ,
 C2' c 3 are known, eqn. ( 3) , (4)  and ( 6) . 	 The problem
is more difficult if a suitable focusing probe must be found for
a given workpiece, i.e. for a given zone in the object under test
or given reflector dimensions.
Often a probe is sought which will just cover a given test
,r _u
tt	 +	 1 1	 i
I
low
^
I
zone,	 in which case secondary conditions are usually made for the
coupling distance v or for the transducer diameter 2a or near
field length a 2 /X.	 The zone is covered by the focal r°p;ion if
the beginning of the region Z 
	
co-
o	 o, incides with the beginning of the
--	 / ,
`J
test zone at distance z r , and the end
of the focal region Z 	 is at z3
Cif
(Fig.	 6).	 The parameters on which
the value of v or a 2 /X should depend
- are expressed in generalized form as
p and q.	 We thus obtain the	 follow-
ing equation system:
}	 Fohishereich
(11)
(14)	 i^
This system of four equations
Fig.	 6. Matching the can be solved for the two unknowns
focusing to the test N and r only	 if eqn.	 (15)	 and	 (16)
problem.
are both satisfied:
=y
Key:	 a - Focal region.
All quantities necessary for using the focused probe can be
derived from these solutions. All the quantities associated with
the transducer diameter 2a can be derived from eqn. (15), and the
coupling; distance v from eqn. (16).
(16)
4
4.1. The prevention of Interfering Multiple Echos from the
Coupling Path
This secondary condition is made in almost every immersion
testing problem:
v > (c 2  /C 3 )z 3  .
Thus, there should be no interfering ethos fi-om the coupling /419
path over the testing region from z l to u3 . u!ith eqn. (14) and
(17), we obtain the solution:
x,	 :,	 : ^,)'-,	 (18)
Thus we see that only those factors Z  are allowed for which
Z e /Z b satisfies the condition of eqn. (18). Since the function
Z e/Zb is limited, as Fig. 7 shows, there will be no soll ltinn tn
the problem in certain cases. The necessary transducer
is obtained from eqn. (15) with eqn. (13).
With eqn. (16) and (14), we obtain the correspondit
ling distance v as:
10
IA
Fig. 7. Functions of the
focusing factor : f for the
immersion technique.
Key: a - Focusin g, factor.
.I/ ..
.it IV	 tor
J
It is desirable in every case t0
choose the smallest possible trans-
ducer si_:^e or the shortest passible
/	 coupling p:;t h, and thus to select a
focusing, factor Z t, whose quotient
I	
+
rI
Z e /Z b satisfies eglt. (18) with apps, s-
imate equality . See Example 3 for
illustration (Appen,iix).
4.2. Necessar y Bearn Width -'b
If the sound field must have a
,!ort.ain lateral resolving. power,
there is a certain maximum beam ,vid^h
:?b at the focus which must nct be ex-
ceeded. From eqn. (3) and (4), we
t hus have
(`1)
11
for the fall of echo amplitude, where k is a constant.
using eqn. (15) and (13), we obtaitl the solution
(22)
\	 /^	 I ..1
( for -bdB, 1: = o. 1)14).
The function (Z- Z b )/Z f 2 is also plotted ever Z h In Fit;. 7.
This function, too, is limited. The problem at tl:tnd can be salved
only if a solution to eqn. (22) is possible within this range of
values.	 If there is a solution, it is unique irl a and v. These
1 9
{
0.01
	
41
11
F-1 - v _T_T i
quantities are determined from eqn. (13) through (16) analogously
	
: 7^'	 to the case in 4.1. See Example 4 for illustration (Appendix).
4.3. Probe with Minimum Beam Width or Coupling Distance
In section 4.1 it was determined which probes are suitable
for covering a specified zone in the workpiece. But it is impor-
	
t	 taut to know which of these possible solutions yields the smallest
beam width at the focus (and thus the best resolving power) or
can be employed with the shortest coupling path possible.
As eqn. (22) shows, the beam width is minimal when the value
of (Ze - Z b )/Z f 2
 is maximal. However, the coupling distance v is
minimal according to eqn. (16) when Z e/Zb is maximal. Since the
latter,
 quantity increases monotonically with Z f , the coupling d1s-
tance can be kept small by employing as weak a focus as possible,
or in other,
 words by making Z  as large as Dossible.
The beam width 2b does not increase monotonically with Zf,
as Fig. 7 shows. The value of (Z e - Zb )/Z f 2
 is maximal at a fo-
cusing factor of 0.3. If the solution Z f = 0.3 is allowed by
eqn. (18), this probe will yield the smallest possible beam width
which will still cover the zone to be tested.
Thus, from all the solutions which satisfy eqn. (18), one
can always select one solution which yields either a small beam
width (usually with a large coupling distance) or a small coupling
distance (usually with a larger beam width). This is illustiated
In Example 5 (see Appendix).
5. Summar
As a diffraction phenomenon, acoustic focusing is dependent
on the diameter of the transducer relative to the wavelength.
Since only th(l Fraunhofer region is generally employed for
12
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ultrasonic testing, the dimensions that can be achieved for the
focal region are a function of the transducer dimensions and the
wavelength, or to be more precise, the ratio a/a. In general, a
stronger focus can be achieved with immersion probes than with
direct contact probes for the same transducer and frequency.
Matching the focused sound field to the testing problem im-
poses conditions on the coupling distance v and transducer size
2a which must always be satisfied simultaneously. Graphs like
those in Fig. 4 and 7 are a useful aid in finding the solution.
In testing practice, it would naturally be desirable to work
with the smallest transducer dimensions and shortest coupling path
possible. Some trade-offs must be made, however, and the weakest
focus possible (maximum value of Z f ) offers the most favorable
solution in practice.
13
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APPENDIX
Example 1
Given:
f = -,.00 M11:-., 2a = 20.00 m111,	 1 = 2.73 kill/s (Plexiglas), c.,_
1.48 kill/,-, (watei-) ;
Without focusing:
1.000,	 )'
^,	 = 2.000,	 = 0.670 (Pig. 4	 =
"f'max	 e111c1x	 "borax	 Jamax
676.00 mm, : bm:i x = 226. 00 Tian eqn . (1) , ( s e
 - "b ) 111:1 x = 4 1 )0.00 mm,
2b	 =11111 x	 .111 111111 e'qn.	 (4);
Strongest focus t 111":
Hmin = 0.11296 eqn. U) 	 Z fmiti = 0.071' Z ( , 1111n = 0.0763, Zbinin
0.0669 (Pig. 11), 
`emiri = `'^,.7^ Illlil, 't^rntli = ".60 111171 eL111. 	 (1) ,
( e	 b)111111 = 3.18 mla, `bni-In - 0.370 iTim eqn. (11).
FXa111p l e 2
li iveil:
} = 2.00 M11,, 2a = 50.00 all,	 = 45-00°, e l = 6.32 kin/S (:111 IT, 1in11 Ill ),
2.73 k Til/s (Plexiglas), c3 = 3.25 km/s (steel, trans.);
Without focusing:
finax = 1.0000;
Projected depth level:
"ein:ix = 516.00 nil, :, borax = 168.00 min, steel, 1^ig. 5, (--- 	
- '- )mlx
_ 3 118.00 111111, 21) 111:1 X = 12.84 mm, eqn. (4) ;
o tr()llt,k'st focusing:
H
111 1, 11 
= 0 .094(3 e(ln. ( 10), r	 43.43 111111 eqn. ( 1 ), Z ,	 = 0.1420111if1	 1 I,l 1 I1Fig 5;
Projected depth level:
^enitn -	 5.7 3 min, ;brlln 
m 15.40 nun ::t e('1, Fig. 15, (=(, - :Jb)tntcl
10. ;; mm, ' b Tntrl = 1.8.'4 nun eqn. (11).
I
i1
Exam p le 3
Given:
5 = 2.00 M11", c l = 2.73 km/s ( Flex I frlas) , c 2
	1. 48 km/s (water) ,
c 3 = 5.92 km/s (steel, long.), 
-I = 50.00 mm,	 3 = 80.00 steel;
Calculated:
Z e /Zb < 1. 1) 455 e^ln . (18) , Z f < 0.2547 Fir", • 7;
Selected:
Z f = 0.2.00 < 0.2547, Zc, = (1.:1 44, Zb = 0.171 FIc- 4, a 1 /X 2 =
1644.00 mm eqn. (15) and (13), a = 34,88 mm, ';,	 70 mini, v =
81 fin( eqn. (16) and (1 11), 2b = 3.58 mm e(ill. (4).
Example 11
Giveil:
= 2.00 M11n, e l = 2.73 km/s (Flexl lrlas), :2 = l. 11;^ krn/s (wat.or
3 = 5.9 2 kni/s (steel, loth- ) , . : 1 = r)0.00 ITIm, . . 3 = 80.00 steel;
Required:
2b = 3.64 mm;
Calculated:
z  - Z b /Z f 2 = 1.771 eqn. (22), 
Z
f 1 = 11.1908, Z f2 = 0. 3606 F I
Er , 7,
Since it	 is	 required by	 I?XIITI[)lt'	 ; that	 Z f < 0., 1 [147,	 .", f _	 is
not	 a	 solution to	 tilt , present.	 prob 1 em. If	 tilt ,	test 111	 ',	 :*.Otlt l 	1",
covered,	 it	 is true t hat,	 the requIved be mi writ h .'b	 is	 prosetit .
131.1t.	 thh'	 C('u1) I	 IIF,	 c? I St :u1Ce v needed	 Coo ('01111) 10t L' COVera trO	 Is	 SO
short that mult1plo Ititerforing ochos arise.
Z e1	 =	 0.2300,	 Z I	 = 0. 1044	 1 1g.	 4,	 a 2 /A 2 =	 18)1	 3.1111 mm	 c	 X111.	 (	 l'i)1
:ind	 (13),	 a	 -	 36. b2 nun,	 .a	 -	 74	 nun,	 v -	 98.00	 111111 CL111.	 (	 10)	 :illd
(14) ,	 2b	 =	 3.59	 mm ek111.	 (11
t1
iI
16
#4rw,.
Lxanip It , 15
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